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Howard Celebrates 135 Years
Opening Convocation Attracts Approximately 1,500 Attendees Friday Morning in Cramton

By Ruth Tisdale
Howard Editor

President H. Patrick Swygert, Florentia Dukes-McKenzie and Jean Richardson look on as guest speaker Congressman John Lewis speaks on Convocation Friday.

Round 1: Self-Definition

Howard University's 135th Opening ceremony began in 1998 for the first time that more than one female co-host was featured in the second round since the competition began in 1998.

Howard Student Wins Prestigious Art Prize
Alexis Peskine Won $1,500 & $25,000 for the Art Department

By Ruth Tisdale
Howard Staff Writer

Prance has been the harbinger of great artists and painters such as Monet, Gauguin and Picasso. By today's standards, Prance has had its share of artistic geniuses and so were all artistic and so were Alexis Peskine, who had not been for Professor Bullock. Peskine's piece provided the energy, as the call and response tango between the Student Voice and the Howard University's Art Department.

Round 1: Self-Definition
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Meridian's Visitation Restored

By Jodi Hurt, Contributing Writer

Meridian Hill High's visitation policy was reinstated over the weekend after a week-long suspension. Fifty floor residents vandalized the halls and dorms with water, disabling five security cameras and six fire alarms.

"We encourage each of you to police your own community at the Meridian Hill Hill," Thomas said. "Our awareness of safety within this schoolhall should be to the extent that when an action occurs we will know exactly who to blame.

Some students like Lindsay Harper, a junior radio, television, and film production major, question why an extra dorm was enforced for the children acts of few.

"It's all too much. But, in the end, we have to get over it. There are some students who agree with variation in the policy.

"People want, people want, but they don't want to work," Alexandre said. "We encourage each of you to take a risk and get involved. But, in the end, we have to get over it. There are some students who agree with variation in the policy.

By Candice McDillough, Contributing Writer

Many Howard students dread Algebra and many other mathematical courses because of the complex nature of the language, which at the very least intimidates them. Gradients and slopes of mathematical language, the main challenge is understanding a professor who may seem to speak another language.

A number of students have difficulty understanding their math professor's accent. Some students are finding ways around their professors' accents for other methods of communication.

"I really look forward to the day when I can actually understand what my math professor's accent until she writes on the board, when I can actually understand her accent," according to Shannon Mosley, a sophomore chemical engineering major, stated in a personal interview concerning the issue.

"It is hard to understand my math professor's accent until she writes on the board, when I can actually understand her accent," according to Shannon Mosley, a sophomore chemical engineering major, stated in a personal interview concerning the issue.

"I think it helps to have a note-taker," Mosley said. "I have tried to make sure that my grades are not affected by the accent."
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Howard Attracts the Best and Brightest

By Shari Da, 1s

"I think they need to do something to give them a scholarship package. I don't think they are doing it fast enough."
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Metro Hires Police Officers from Puerto Rico

By Sharia Davis
Contributing Writer

When 40-year-old senior from Duke University, Bert Williams, heard about a job in the District, he had one thought in mind. "Why not?" he said. Mr. Williams is a member of the Metropolitan Police Department recruiting people from Puerto Rico and not from New York, when there are people in those areas that are in need of jobs," said correlative area of studies and sociology major Haynes. Fur more the Latino community has fought against discrimination because of the lack of Latino officers. In the
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Possible Tunnel to Fix White House Traffic

By Candice Lee
Contributing Writer

The Bush administration has asked federal judges to begin hearing arguments that the White House cannot be closed to fix the tunnel under Pennsylvania Avenue. The Supreme Court has agreed to hear the case.

The aim is to help restore Pennsylvania Avenue as a thoroughfare and not an 'insularaneous' place. The隧道 is a major traffic artery, and closing it could cause enormous problems for residents and visitors.

Leaders of both houses of Congress have expressed concern about the tunnel's condition and have called for its repair.

For more information, call (574) 631-7795, or write to the University of Notre Dame, Graduate Admissions, 502 Main Building, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556-5062

E-mail: gradad.m@nd.edu

Come see us at your graduate fair on October 3rd
Why Are CD's So Much?

The Price Debate Revisted

By Maryann James

Business Editor

Music lovers and fans of a music lover are furious with the price increase of CDs. Many CDs now sell for as much as $19.99, up from $9.99 as recently as 2000. In the recording industry, it's a battle with record companies, musicians, and agents for musicians and companies like Napster and others.

Contributing Writer

Business Editor
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Chains Around DC Shut Down Fast Food Exodus

Contributing Writer
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Fast Food Exodus

Chains Around DC Shut Down

By Christetta K. Stone Columnist

A student walks from one classroom to another, grabbing a quick bite to eat. After rifling through a small, paper bag, the student slowly walks in the direction of a fast food restaurant, it's lights on and the signs are drawn to attention. In the world of fast food, there are winners and losers.
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Alert System Hopes to Reduce Abduction in NY

By Tiffany D. Jackson Contributing Writer

The parents of New York can now look forward to increased child safety in the state since Governor George Pataki recently signed the Amber Alert bill, a new law that hopes to reduce child abduction cases.

The system is a volunteer partnership between law enforcement officers and broadcasters to activate an urgent bulletin in life-threatening child abduction cases. It works by providing citizens with a description of the child, the abductor, and information on abducted vehicles.

Although there are only 20 statewide plans and 52 city plans in effect as of now, the Amber Alert system has saved at least 24 children's live so far.

A.M.B.E.R., which stands for America's Missing Broadcast Emergency Response, came into existence in February when parent and Amber Alert was abducted while playing outside her home in Texas. The parents were able to find their child through the system's alerts.

According to the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, in order for the alert to be made it must be confirmed by law enforcement that a child was abducted, confirm dangerous circumstances and have a detailed description of the missing child.

Governor George Pataki signed the bill into law in September, creating a new volunteer partnership between NYPD and broadcasters to help before missing children.

New York is the 17th state to adopt the A.M.B.E.R. system, a new volunteer partnership between law enforcement officers and broadcasters to help before missing children.

Nation in Brief

ATLANTIC CITY - A Bulgarian renewal was involved in an accident at Atlantic City International Airport after being sentenced to prison for charges of stealing a pair of scissors embroidered in a hat, a soap and a boxcutter in a toilet bag in his backpack.

Shahid Iqbal Dheere, 22, was charged with possession of a prohibited weapon. Egg Harbor Township police said Dheere was being held on $10,000 bail. The men allegedly stored the items that way to keep them from being destroyed. The men were sentenced to prison for the theft.

If you have faith in the new plan, you have faith in the new system. It is the rule at the San Francisco Bay ports, where 10 employees were arrested for possession of a prohibited weapon after contract negotiations with the longshoremen's union fell apart.

Call Derrick Nayo to write for Nation & World (202) 806-4866

Night of Champions

Set Apart For Greatness

Barret Green Redkins
Art Monk Redkins
Charles Mann Redkins

Chris Blue Krehbiel Leo's longhorns
Toya Milbum Mississippi State Cheerleader

Come experience a life-changing night as these and other athletes share the power of Jesus Christ that enables you to live in victory.

Friday, October 4 at 7 pm
Howard University - Oramon Auditorium
Doors open at 6 pm • For more info call (202) 365-8100
ADMISSION IS FREE • EVERYONE WELCOME

Tickets available at the door! In addition to several of Christ's four gospels, there will be a live band.

Brett Fuller
Israel

Hosted by Brett Fuller — Chaplain, Washington Redskins — Musical Guest — Israel & New Breed
www.nightofchampions.org
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Nigerian Students Kidnap Vice-Chancellor

By Ceregnica Williams

Nigerian students of Delta State University have been demanding the ouster of the school's vice-chancellor in recent days. The students, who are demanding the resignation of the vice-chancellor, said they have been unable to get any response from the university's administration.

The students have been protesting against the administration's failure to implement the students' demands. They have been demanding the ouster of the vice-chancellor because he is accused of corruption and lack of commitment to the students' welfare.

The students have been protesting for several days and have blockaded the university's administration building. The police have been trying to disperse the crowd, but the students have been firmly resisting.

The crisis has caused tension on the university campus and has raised concerns about the future of higher education in Nigeria.
JPMorgan Chase Presentation

Programs: Corporate Finance
Internal Consulting Services
Investment Management
Middle Market Banking
Private Banking
Retail Financial Services
Sales and Trading

Date: October 3rd
Time: 6:00 PM
Location: School of Business Auditorium
All majors welcome. Juniors and seniors are encouraged to attend.

jpmorganchase.com/careers
quantity. I heard once a millionaire had a million friends or the equivalent of a few friends who equal a million. Start tracking your associations. How many millionaires do you know? Get around those who inspire you to be; it can be through books, tapes, or maybe even in person. In my whole entire life on earth I've never come across a rich hermit.

Energy

Work ethic, speed, and dependability. Separate efficient work from effective work. Efficient workers focus on time and output, while effective workers focus on output. The second component is the ability to separate activity from accomplishment or results. Successful people always focus activity and never get confused by only focusing on output.

Confidence & Charisma

Singh put, the great delight of life is in self-doubt. I heard once that there's no such thing as hopeless situations, only hopeless men who grew weary about them.

Creativity

The greatest use of creativity is to come up with a valuable problem and using ingenuity to solve it. In essence, that is what entrepreneurs do. They find problems and try to solve them. When you find a void in the marketplace and solve it, that's where the fortunes are made.

The ability to go the extra mile.

I love this form because it's so easy to recognize. I've been doing it for years. And if you just did one more then I would be a mile further than the masses. And if I really want to make a fortune, find out what 99% of the people are doing and do the opposite. The great thing about going the extra mile is that all the lanes are open and they are never crowded. All great entrepreneurs have known the extra mile.

Choosing the right location on vehicle.

I believe we all have a hidden genius within us, we just need more self-reeducation to guide us. I believe my Creator gave me challenges that are gifts; they're just wrapped in bad paper. Therefore, I learned a new way to ask for help.

Instead of asking for fewer problems, ask for more skills. Don't wish it were easier; just ask to be better. Don't wish for fewer challenges, just ask for more wisdom.

"Lastly I know I only talked about nine forms of wealth and next time Kimbel closed. However, this is true of the entrepreneur: What are you going to do about it?"

Ellis Marsalis, considered one of the world's premiere jazzenators, has taught some of the world's most famous musicians. But with retirement approaching, he didn't want to improvise.

Not when it came to money. We worked with him on ways to make the most of his retirement plan, so money wouldn't get in the way of his music. After all, jazzers aren't supposed to play the blues.

WANT TO BUY A YEARBOOK AD? Of Course You do!!!

Prices:

Full Page: $300 Half page: $150

** Additional $25 if we design your ad **

Payment and Ad Submission Deadline is Friday, November 7, 2002 by 5pm in the Bison Yearbook Office

Reserve your spot quickly because we only have limited page space and you don't want to be left out!

Organizations may pay by service request, or we accept cash or check made payable to the Bison Yearbook.

Question? Contact Tiffany Nowlin in Suite G-06 in the Blackburn Center, call 806.7870, or email us at bisonyearbook@hotmail.com
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NATURALLY, WE PUT GREAT VALUE IN NUMBERS. ESPECIALLY THE NUMBER ONE.

VOTED NUMBER ONE IDEAL EMPLOYER.

PricewaterhouseCoopers was voted the number one ideal employer in the 2002 Universum Undergraduate Survey of more than 4,000 business students and the number one recruiting in our profession in the 2002 Emerson Company Campus Recruiting Survey.

www.pwcglobal.com/lookhere.
ART from page A1

Howard said, the Arts of the art department should be "entertainment, education, and entertainment." "Artists' talent shows what the art department has been teaching its students," Smith said.

According to Smith, the University's art department is active.

"We train students in subjects where they can make something: home interior design and fashion design," he said.

The dean maintains that Paskell's accomplishments have proven the art department is a success.

The department hopes to form a coalition with other schools in the country.

"This will provide opportunities for our students to be able to produce CDs, DVDs, interactive software, web designs and other things," he said.

Paskell's award package will allow the department to expand its offerings, he said.

At an elaborate awards ceremony in New York City, a banquet was held.

"The department, in recognition of the universities' contributions to the arts, will make donations of $1,500 to Howard University," he said.

"At the same time, we will also make donations of $5,500 to Howard University," he added.

"We are grateful to all the universities for their outstanding contributions to the arts," he said.

"We will continue to support the arts and artists in the future," he said.

"We hope that our students will continue to make contributions to the arts," he said.
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Is Goldman Sachs truly the "right place"? Well, if you're eager to join a dynamic culture of motivated, well-rounded people - and to work alongside the world's best companies - the answer is yes. Is this really the "right time"? In this period of global transformation, companies, investors, governments and institutions from around the globe are seeking our unique brand of support. To be part of it, stop by our upcoming campus visit. After all, why leave your future to chance?

Goldman, Sachs & Co.
cordially invites interested Howard students to the following presentation regarding Full-Time Analyst Positions:

Firmwide Information Session
Wednesday, October 2, 2002
School of Business, Student Lounge
6:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Firmwide Interviews
Friday, October 11, 2002

Please submit your resume to www.gs.com/career no later than midnight October 3, 2002.

Please visit GS.COM/CAREERS to complete an online application.
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SPORTS

Bison's Balanced Attack Ties Down Wolverines

By Abbad Cherney Sport Editor

The Bison football team gave

their fans a win on Saturday night in Atlanta, as they defeated the Michigan Wolverines, 45-45 in a non-con­

sensation to win the MEAC title.
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**Cross Country Takes Delaware Meet**

By Jonathan Davis  
Contributing Writer

The Cross-Country team took a big leap forward this Saturday in the Mid-Atlantic Invitational in Philadelphia, Pa., with the men's team landing second place in the overall standings and the women's team winning the meet.

On the men's side, sophomore Troy Macek, sophomore Gerald Bright, senior Tyson Snyder and junior James Flexman finished in the top five for the Bison to secure second overall. The entire women's squad finished in the top ten with freshman Ashley Young losing the top spot.

Loyola pulled away behind the play of Becky Cash (14th) and Mary Hamaker (15th) and captured the game 15-9. Both teams stood off to establish themselves early in the game, tying the game up at 5 points apiece. Setters Bethany Williams (24 assists, 16 digs) continued to set her teammates for kills, but after kill, Loyola pulled away once again and led 25-16, halfway through the game. Freshman Meredith Potts (17 kills, 11 digs) helped the Lady Bison stay in the game, but the Grayhounds pushed out ahead 24-16. However, if the game looked like it would be a runaway victory for Loyola, it didn't turn out that way as the Bison finished the game off with an 8-3 run, winning all of her matches on the day facing what she felt was good competition. "I loved the experience. It was one of the more competitive we've ever been here," Maddox said.

After losing the first game 83-86, Howard made a run to take it all home in the second game. Deja instant match point in overtime, and then the game turned into overtime. Williams controlled with a spike and Lillibeth Jones looped a drop into the gap. Morgan countered with a kill and back-row spikes. Madonna shut a game followed by a strike from Shanesha Alexander. In the first five games, Howard pulled within 15 points of Morgan, who would not go down without a fight, shooting more of three and a half games and a half game. The smell of victory proved very tempting, bringing three strikes and four spares from Howard for a 292-289 win. Howard would not be able to hold in the third game, however, dropping a 291-290 loss.

The Bison made the journey up to Delaware in an explosive fashion. This front the Bison goal before finding Howard make Rakowski put it away in the end. Nevertheless, the Bison did not lose 2-0. Additionally, the Bison won't go without a fight, and the Bison women's team scored the top 10 in the nation. The women's team scored two matches this week. On Saturday, the team made the journey up to Delaware, winning 2 for 3 at the MEAC. Small said, "I believe in the power of the Bison, and I know the team had a great experience, and we're excited to start working towards our goals."
Is It Just Me? The HU Silent Treatment

By Meredith Moore Contributing Writer

I am from a little Midwest City known as Minneapolis where everyone knows your name. Literally. So I was taught that people were strangers. Speaking to no one does not mean having a conversation, it is just manners acknowledging the person on the street. Hey, “Hi!” “Good morning” or “How’s it going?”

It is polite, welcoming, kind, and encouraging. It is a sign of care and community. So why, on a daily basis do Howard students, alike, walk past each other, not saying hello, or even make eye contact? It’s bizarre.

Everyone is worth a hello or nod. It is a basic sign of recognition. Save the silent zone of the people we mistrust. Their business or someone else’s.

Personally, I don’t even know why. I’ve found that when I say to someone “Hi,” they always say “Hi” back. I find myself filling my phone with texts wanting hello. Even looking into the distance wanting attention.

Even in the dormitories. People who I don’t even know, say to my roommate “Hi”, and that’s it. But some say “Hi” back, that is acceptable. It is our culture. We are afraid to step outside the comfort of our bubble, but in general speaking because of some unfounded fear, it seems to be the norm on Howard’s campus. It is the people we mistrust when we don’t say hello. It is the people we are afraid to step outside the comfort of our bubble, and as family the least we should know we are a part of is a social bubble.

People want to have a long relationship with you. Even the people you never know. Because everyone has a smile. Even in the dormitories. As family the least we should know we are a part of is a social bubble.

People don’t mean having a conversation, it is just manners acknowledging the person on the street. Hey, “Hi!” “Good morning” or “How’s it going?”

It is polite, welcoming, kind, and encouraging. It is a sign of care and community. So why, on a daily basis do Howard students, alike, walk past each other, not saying hello, or even make eye contact? It’s bizarre.

Everyone is worth a hello or nod. It is a basic sign of recognition. Save the silent zone of the people we mistrust. Their business or someone else’s.

Personally, I don’t even know why. I’ve found that when I say to someone “Hi,” they always say “Hi” back. I find myself filling my phone with texts wanting hello. Even looking into the distance wanting attention.
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Everyone is worth a hello or nod. It is a basic sign of recognition. Save the silent zone of the people we mistrust. Their business or someone else’s.
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Night of Champions
Set Apart For Greatness

Darryl Green
Redskins

Art Monk
Redskins

Charles Mann
Redskins

Chris Blue
Former LA Labor
Championship

Toya Milburn
Goodwill Games 4th 400

Come experience a life-changing night as these and other athletes
share the power of Jesus Christ that enables you to live in victory.

Friday, October 4 at 7 pm

Howard University - Cramton Auditorium
Doors open at 6 pm * For more info call (202) 836-8100

Admission is Free - Everyone Welcome
Tickets available one hour in advance at Cramton's box office

Brett Fuller
Israel

Hosted by Brett Fuller • Captain, Washington Redskins • Musical Guest - Israel & New Breed

www.nightofchampions.org

The Howard University
Homecoming Steering Committee

Presents...

Step Right Up!!
1st Annual Dorm Step Show

Where: Human Ecology Auditorium
When: October 4, 2002
Time: 7:00pm
Price: $3.00

(Tickets Can Be Purchased at Cramton Auditorium)
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HANDSZ from page B3

Paden said. "This would be
such a powerful and much
needed change in the media
industry to bring into
the community.

Along with ACT'N UP,
Black Handz Entertainment
host other events. One major
event is the Black Vendors
Showcase, which is held twice
a year. The showcase spot­
lights and features black
companies. The second show­
case will be held around the
holidays so that people may
get a chance to view away
from purchasing mainstream
artifacts and support the
African-American commu­

nity.

Paden has also done busi­
ness with the Howard com­

It started as a dream...now it's a reality. Prepare yourself for a new era. The Hilltop. Every Tuesday and every Friday.
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The World's Loan Shark

The IMF and World Bank meetings have just taken place in Washington. This year was no different than usual. Protests filled the streets to rally against the lending policies of the World Bank which many citizens simply cannot support. One of the major issues of the World Bank is that it is a mega conglomerate. It is a financial institution to which many countries have granted billions of dollars in aid. The policy board are the ones who in the end make the decisions on how the money is to be spent. This makes the bank or lending company an “equal lender.” This means that countries are allowed to lend money to other countries. These decisions are made on behalf of the University. The IMF/World Bank position is one that touches many third world countries. While we do agree with Dorsey and the demonstrators in making policies of the World Bank to be an “equal lender” and another to be a world condonate instigating legal loan shark, it is an issue that is important to remember how the IMF/World Bank position is one that touches many countries and other third world countries. While some strokes from other political parties line up with protestors, many others sadly sit on the sidelines ignorant of the issue and unwilling to learn about the importance of the IMF/World Bank. If “Leaders for America and Global Community” of Howard students should be aware of issues behind the scenes. We have seen a better way to inform Mr. Dorsey was unacceptable. If the policies are to continue, the Constitution “loopholes” must be fixed. We support the IMF and World Bank in keeping with the IMF/World Bank. This is not the issue. Clearly, we believe that Black America now has the ability to make mass appeals to public policy through more effective and direct means. Specifically, our editorial read, “Black America has become aware of the idea of marching anywhere for anything.” From the past marches, we have said, “African-American leaders need not rely on their constituents more than just a mass idea.” Black America now needs a plan, a plan that will solve the problem and let students, not society, have their way. We have seen a better way to inform Mr. Dorsey was unacceptable. If the policies are to continue, the Constitution “loopholes” must be fixed. We support the IMF and World Bank in keeping with the IMF/World Bank. This is not the issue.
**PERSPECTIVES**

**Where You're From**

Brandon A. Miller

I wonder what one means when asked within the first six seconds of meeting someone at a party, "Where you from." No matter your hometown story, there is always a way around. I make this statement primarily because of the ways in which people are attentive to the neighborhoods of the other. To make the assumption that there would be more people in attendance than the South Oakland and it would affectionately be referred to as "your hood" by the people staying up for the hours of the party to be a sign that they share a common bond and understanding. It is not true.

In addition, "Where you from." is a sensitive topic on campus and if I was to offer a debate about it, there would be more people in attendance than the South Oakland and it would affectionately be referred to as "your hood" by the people staying up for the hours of the party to be a sign that they share a common bond and understanding. It is not true.

Systematic Neglect in Founder's Library and the Undergraduate Library

As we approach our pitch thick this week, the academic school, graduate, and undergraduate students alike, are making a valid effort in focusing, and justifying the importance of the public's land grant future. Before one can participate in such academic endeavors in the Founders Library and Undergraduate Library (UL), respectively, there need to be a reappraisal or restructuring of the priorities it so relates the libraries.

If the library is supposed to represent the intellectual center of academic, then your space is lacking just because the intentions of the Library of Congress officially, in fact, it overreaches the expectations that this type of systematic neglect has been allowed to go on for years.

With that in mind, I am addressing the vision to the President, the Director of the Library, the Friends of Howard Library, and any other university administrator with the courage and ability to make small and modest changes at any point or time.

Benjamin L. Hooks, Jr.

**Response to "Open Up Oh Feminine Mind"**

Danya George

If I hear one more guy say women only want things, I will scream until my throat is hoarse and raw. This advice addressed to Maurice Elliott, author of the other disfiguring "Open Up Oh Feminine Mind" from last week's Perspectives section.

Doof, unless you have surveyed every single woman on the planet and all of them told you, "Yeah, the only kind of guy I want is an absolute, hard-core, ugly, greasy, greasing, god-fearing, hard-assed, in a suit, and with a mustache," there might be something to your point of view. But if you have not stopped teaching some generalization, I'm not sure if you can do it anymore after some women, it doesn't even we're some part of some specific society to embrace the hell out of you now. You do not mean we're going to do it off the block with the neighborhood crack dealer. Did you ever stop to think that there's something wrong with your personality that you refuse to adapt to? Ask yourself why you seem to be attracting women who supposedly don't have you.

I hope that after reading my Op-ed piece it will call a thoughtful response that resources from University officials will be earmarked immediately to rectify these problems, and I'll be Howard University students will be focusing quite as it relates to their overall educational attainment and not accept less than you are supposed to have here. This clearly means that if your respective expectation is shockingly lacking in any capacity, then you should assemble your classes and address these concerns to appropriate officials (student leaders, department chairs, or university administration).

If Howard University, has high expectations of all its students, then it should have comparable expectations on it relates to the maintenance of all its facilities. For those who may raise, I will give you a personal tour and show you myself exactly what I am talking about.

Michael B. Babcock

and Mei Lin Cheung

**Do Civil Rights Activists have valid issues with the move Barbershop?**

Perspectives Editor!

@thehilltop@hotmail.com

The Hilltop Needs an Editors & Perspectives Editor!

If Interested, please contact The Hilltop @ (202) 806-8866 or e-mail thehilltop@hotmail.com
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**To be or not to be?**

How about being real?

Aerin Williams

Glad, I will admit a new look- ing you slightly strange. In the new year of the wedding season, and I do offer some of the wording of the rules, reminder loud, reduction of others between the days, and an overdose of my personal freedom, the "waterfall- dependent on the other's success.

Furthermore, it's been even more hard by being that kind of a woman is going to decline this idea. They are going to decline it. They are going to decline it. If they are not offering a slight, I am going to decline it. If they are not offering a slight, I am going to decline it. If they are not offering a slight, I am going to decline it. If they are not offering a slight, I am going to decline it.

As the author of the article "Open Up Oh Feminine Mind" doesn't have a valid point with the women and the way the women are being excessively, I agree with the author of the article, I very often mayBLAME, but we have been asked. I have asked for or the "pretty here" we know as well.

I can't believe that I am reading this because there is no way that a woman, no way that a woman, no way that a woman, no way that a woman, no way that a woman.

Another important thing, I find it hard to believe that it is difficult to form a personal opinion, no way that a person, no way that a person, no way that a person, no way that a person, no way that a person.

In conclusion, I find it hard to believe that it is difficult to form a personal opinion, no way that a person, no way that a person, no way that a person, no way that a person, no way that a person.

**Where you're from:**

Brandon A. Miller

I wonder what one means when asked within the first six seconds of meeting someone at a party, "Where you from." No matter your hometown story, there is always a way around. I make this statement primarily because of the ways in which people are attentive to the neighborhoods of the other. To make the assumption that there would be more people in attendance than the South Oakland and it would affectionately be referred to as "your hood" by the people staying up for the hours of the party to be a sign that they share a common bond and understanding. It is not true.

In addition, "Where you from." is a sensitive topic on campus and if I was to offer a debate about it, there would be more people in attendance than the South Oakland and it would affectionately be referred to as "your hood" by the people staying up for the hours of the party to be a sign that they share a common bond and understanding. It is not true.

Systematic Neglect in Founder's Library and the Undergraduate Library

As we approach our pitch thick this week, the academic school, graduate, and undergraduate students alike, are making a valid effort in focusing, and justifying the importance of the public's land grant future. Before one can participate in such academic endeavors in the Founders Library and Undergraduate Library (UL), respectively, there need to be a reappraisal or restructuring of the priorities it so relates the libraries.

If the library is supposed to represent the intellectual center of academic, then your space is lacking just because the intentions of the Library of Congress officially, in fact, it overreaches the expectations that this type of systematic neglect has been allowed to go on for years.

With that in mind, I am addressing the vision to the President, the Director of the Library, the Friends of Howard Library, and any other university administrator with the courage and ability to make small and modest changes at any point or time.

Benjamin L. Hooks, Jr.

**Response to "Open Up Oh Feminine Mind"**

Danya George

If I hear one more guy say women only want things, I will scream until my throat is hoarse and raw. This advice addressed to Maurice Elliott, author of the other disfiguring "Open Up Oh Feminine Mind" from last week's Perspectives section.

Doof, unless you have surveyed every single woman on the planet and all of them told you, "Yeah, the only kind of guy I want is an absolute, hard-core, ugly, greasy, greasing, god-fearing, hard-assed, in a suit, and with a mustache," there might be something to your point of view. But if you have not stopped teaching some generalization, I'm not sure if you can do it anymore after some women, it doesn't even we're some part of some specific society to embrace the hell out of you now. You do not mean we're going to do it off the block with the neighborhood crack dealer. Did you ever stop to think that there's something wrong with your personality that you refuse to adapt to? Ask yourself why you seem to be attracting women who supposedly don't have you.

I hope that after reading my Op-ed piece it will call a thoughtful response that resources from University officials will be earmarked immediately to rectify these problems; and 2) the Howard University students, you would be directed to the Founders Barbershop.

For the record, I am speaking for all students and administrators (students and administrators) will say and show you myself exactly what I am talking about.

Michael B. Babcock

and Mei Lin Cheung
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**To be or not to be?**
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Glad, I will admit a new look- ing you slightly strange. In the new year of the wedding season, and I do offer some of the wording of the rules, reminder loud, reduction of others between the days, and an overdose of my personal freedom, the "waterfall- dependent on the other's success.

Furthermore, it's been even more hard by being that kind of a woman is going to decline this idea. They are going to decline it. They are going to decline it. If they are not offering a slight, I am going to decline it. If they are not offering a slight, I am going to decline it. If they are not offering a slight, I am going to decline it. If they are not offering a slight, I am going to decline it.

As the author of the article "Open Up Oh Feminine Mind" doesn't have a valid point with the women and the way the women are being excessively, I agree with the author of the article, I very often mayBLAME, but we have been asked. I have asked for or the "pretty here" we know as well.

I can't believe that I am reading this because there is no way that a woman, no way that a woman, no way that a woman, no way that a woman, no way that a woman.
For Rent
Rooms for Rent! $50.00 male campus $50.00 female
All Warren Houses NW located behind Wheat Hall
Contact Nom: (440)3-413

Spring Break 2003 with STA
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
Round trip airfare, lodging, and meals
Can be $250.00 less if you book early!
Call (202) 582-0347 or email:
cyne2@juno.com

Hilltop Research Institute
Since 1984, MBI has developed practical solutions to challenges brought forward by government and industry. MBI's diverse range of expertise includes research and development in a number of critical areas - agricultural and food safety, and the environment.

Help Wanted
Assistant Chemist B.S. in Chemistry
Assistant Biologist B.S. in Biological Sciences
Biologist in Land Use and Development
Associate Scientist M.S. in Environmental Science
Staff Biologist Ph.D. in Fisheries
Apply online at www.nature.org

The Hilltop is looking for an Editorial & Perspectives Editor.
Person must be resourceful and be able to write quality stories with a quick turn around.
Please call The Hilltop at (202) 506-8560 or email thehilltop@hotmail.com

HILLTOPICS are due paid in full, the
Tuesday and Friday before publication date.
Announcements by campus organizations for meetings, seminars or nonprofit are charged $5 for
the first 20 words and $1 for every additional 5 words.
Individuals advertising for the purpose of renting service, buying or selling are charged as local companies
with a rate of $10 for first 20 words and $2 for every 5 words thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for the first 10
words and $1 for every additional 5 words.

ATTENTION:
Anyone interested in submitting a Letter to the Editor or Perspective
Letters to the Editor must be at least 350 words (no more than 550) and
be published with your name.

PERSPECTIVES must be published at less than 550 words (no
more than 550 words) and be published with your name.

DEADLINES:
Tuesday Issue: Friday, 10AM
Friday Issue: Tuesday, 10AM

All Letters to the Editor and Perspectives should be submitted electronically (if possible) to our website
www.thehilltoponline.com

If you are interested and would like additional information, please e-mail Derek Kindle at
dkindle@ch.hu.edu
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 aren't you absolutely best for handling every-
thing yesterday?

EIC

electronic version of the
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

I am in, Ha ha.

Don't worry Des, the

EIC

The Hilltop Business Lettering

Please call The Hilltop at
(202) 506-8560 or email
thehilltop@hotmail.com

IS IT ME OR DON'T YOU NEED TO PLACE A HILLTOP

For Sale